We investigate hierarchical properties and log-space reductions of languages recognized by log-space probabilistic Turing machines, Arthur-Merlin games and Games against Nature with log-space probabilistic veri ers. For each log-space complexity class, we decompose it into a hierarchy based on corresponding multihead two-way nite automata and we (eventually) prove the separation of the hierarchy levels (even over one letter alphabet); furthermore, we show log-space reductions of each log-space complexity class to low levels of its corresponding hierarchy.
Results
We focus on classes de ned by log-space bounded probabilistic Turing machines that recognize an input string with unbounded-, bounded-or one-sided-error (PL, BPL, RPL respectively), and by the corresponding k-head two-way and one-way (non-sensing) probabilistic nite automata (2PFA(k), 2BPFA(k), 2RPFA(k), and respectively 1PFA(k), 1BPFA(k), 1RPFA(k), where k 2 N). Many of our proofs can be easily adapted to the settings of Arthur-Merlin games (AM-games) and unbounded-error version of Arthur-Merlin games (UAM-games) (also known as Games against Nature) having as veri ers log-space probabilistic Turing machines (AM(log n), UAM(log n)) or k-head two-way and one-way non-sensing probabilistic nite automata (AM(2pfa(k)), UAM(2pfa(k)), AM(1pfa(k)), UAM(1pfa(k))). To present some of our results, we make use of the classes of languages recognized by one-way one-counter unbounded-error probabilistic nite automata (1PCM(1)) and by UAM-games with one-way one-counter probabilistic nite automata as veri ers (UAM(1pcm(1))).
For each class of languages C de ned by some kind of probabilistic machines we denote by C poly the subclass de ne by the same probabilistic machines that run in worst-case polynomial time. Note that all our results hold if we replace \worst-case" by \expected" polynomial time.
More precisely, the results presented in this paper are:
The relations S 1 k=1 2PFA(k) = S 1 k=1 2PFA poly (k) = PL; S 1 k=1 2BPFA(k) = BPL, S 1 k=1 2BPFA poly (k) = BPL poly ; S 1 k=1 2RPFA(k) = RPL, S 1 k=1 2RPFA poly (k) = RPL poly (Theorem 1) and AM(log n) = S 1 k=1 AM(2pfa(k)), AM poly (log n) = S 1 k=1 AM poly (2pfa(k)), UAM(log n) = S 1 k=1 UAM(2pfa(k)), UAM poly (log n) = S 1 k=1 UAM poly (2pfa(k)) (Theorem 2). The proofs of these relations can be easily obtained by adapting the proofs of their deterministic and nondeterministic versions Ha72].
For multihead two-way unbounded-and one-sided-error probabilistic nite automata, the heads hierarchies are proper, i.e. for k 1, 2PFA(k) $ 2PFA(k+1), 2PFA poly (k) $ 2PFA poly (k + 1)(Theorem 5), and 2RPFA(k) $ 2RPFA(k + 1) (Theorem 6). For k 2 the separations are over one letter alphabet. Similar separations (even over one-letter alphabet languages) hold for AM-games and UAM-games with multihead probabilistic nite-state veri ers: for k 2, AM(2pfa(k)) $ AM(2pfa(k+1)), UAM(2pfa(k)) $ UAM(2pfa(k+1)), UAM poly (2pfa(k)) $ UAM poly (2pfa(k + 1)) (Theorem 7). The deterministic and nondeterministic versions of these theorems were obtained by Monien Mo80] .
Using varying techniques, we show log-space reductions ( log ) among probabilistic (probabilistic+nondeterministic) complexity classes, as follows: { Log-space (bounded-and one-sided-error) complexity classes are log-space reducible to classes of languages recognized by the corresponding two-head twoway (non-sensing and sweeping) nite automata: BPL log 2BPFA(2), BPL poly log 2BPFA poly (2), RPL log 2RPFA(2), RPL poly log 2RPFA poly (2) (Theorem 8) and P = AM(log n) log AM(2pfa(2)) (Theorem 11). { Polynomial-time log-space (bounded-and one-sided-error) complexity classes are log-space reducible to languages recognized by the corresponding one-way multihead nite automata:
BPL poly log 1BPFA(8), RPL poly log 1RPFA(8) (Theorem 9) and AM poly (log n) log AM(1pfa(8)) (Theorem 11). { For log-space unbounded-error complexity classes the log-space reductions are even stronger: PL log 1PFA(2), PL log 1PCM(1) (Theorem 10) and P = UAM(log n) log UAM(1pfa(2)), P log UAM(1pcm(1)) (Theorem 11).
Nondeterministic versions of these theorems were proven by Hartmanis Ha72] and Sudborough Su75] .
The completeness result for PL (Theorem 10) induces probabilistic variants of Savitch's maze threading problem that surprisingly, have not been remarked so far. (Note that several (nondeterministic) variants of maze threading problems were already known in early 70's.) Similarly, to prove Theorem 11, we use \probabilis-tic+nondeterministic" variants of the maze threading problem that are log-space complete for P.
We comment brie y on the importance of some of our results:
We show that translational methods used in 70's for separating deterministic (nondeterministic) complexity classes can be adapted to the settings of probabilistic and \nondeterministic+probabilistic" computations. One example of the strength of these methods is as follows: Dwork and Stockmeyer proved that Pal = fx 2 jx = x R g separates AM(2pfa(1)) from AM(log n) = P DS92]; Theorem 7 claims that there are \natural" hierarchies between AM(2pfa(1)) and P that can be separated even by languages over one-letter alphabet. The results of Theorem 9 are somewhat surprising. In general, when we \reduce" two-way bounded-error probabilistic automata to \equivalent" one-way probabilistic automata the computation error does not remain bounded away from 1/2 .(For example, see Ka89] .)
The result of Theorem 10 is stronger than the well known result PL = PL poly Ju85].
From Theorem 11 it follows: P DSPACE(log k n) , AM(2pfa(2)) DSPACE(log k n) , UAM(1pfa(2)) DSPACE(log k n) , UAM(1pcm(1)) DSPACE(log k n). This can eventually help to deterministically simulate P in \small" space, and to separate P from PSPACE.
Introduction
During the 70's, properties of deterministic and nondeterministic multihead nite automata were intensively investigated. Several interesting results have been published, ranging from characterizations of hierarchies of multihead nite automata to their relation with logspace Turing machines and to transformations (reductions) of languages recognized by one type of device to languages recognized by the same (or di erent) type of device Ha72], Ib73], Su75], Mo76], Se77a], Se77b], Mo80]. More speci cally, it was shown that logspace deterministic and nondeterministic complexity classes (i.e. L and NL) can be represented as (proper) hierarchies de ned by deterministic and respectively nondeterministic multihead two-way nite automata (i.e. L = S 1 k=1 2DFA(k), NL = S 1 k=1 2NFA(k), and 2DFA(k) $ 2DFA(k + 1), 2NFA(k) $ 2NFA(k + 1)). Moreover, there are variants of Savitch's maze threading problem that are log-space complete for NL and can be solved by simple automata (i.e. by two-head one-way and one-way one-counter nondeterministic nite automata Su75]). Although in the last 20 years probabilistic computation has continuously been an active topic in computational complexity, probabilistic analogues of these results
are not yet known. The goal of this paper is to present properties of log-space probabilistic Turing machines in connection with multihead probabilistic nite automata. We nd probabilistic versions of the results mentioned before, and we generalize them to the settings of Arthur-Merlin games and Games against Nature having as veri ers log-space probabilistic Turing machines or multihead two-way and one-way (non-sensing) probabilistic nite automata. Our investigation follows the next outline: for each log-space complexity class we are focusing on, we decompose it into a hierarchy based on corresponding multihead nite automata and we (eventually) prove the separation of the hierarchy levels; furthermore, we show log-space reductions of the log-space complexity class to low levels of this hierarchy.
In Section 3 we notice the equality between the class of languages recognized by log-space unbounded-,bounded-, one-sided-error probabilistic Turing machines (PL, BPL, RPL respectively) and the union of the classes of languages recognized by the corresponding multihead two-way probabilistic nite automata. The equality remains true even when the probabilistic machines run in polynomial time (Theorem 1). Similar results hold for ArthurMerlin games and Games against Nature (Theorem 2). The parallel relations for the settings of deterministic and nondeterministic computations can be found in Ha72]. Next, we show that for multihead two-way unbounded-error (unrestricted and polynomial time) and one-sided-error (unrestricted time) probabilistic nite automata the heads hierarchies are proper (Theorems 5{6). Analogous separations hold for Arthur-Merlin games and Games against Nature with multihead two-way (non-sensing) probabilistic nite automata as veri ers (Theorem 7). To obtain these results, we adapt translational methods used in 70's for separating deterministic and nondeterministic complexity classes Mo80].
In Section 4 we present log-space reductions of log-space bounded probabilistic complexity classes to classes of languages recognized by simple probabilistic automata (Theorems 8{10). Next, we generalize these results and we show similar reductions in the settings of Arthur-Merlin games and Games against Nature (Theorem 11). Nondeterministic versions of these theorems were found by Sudborough Su75] . To prove our results, we design probabilistic and \probabilistic+nondeterministic" variants of Savitch's maze threading problem that are log-space complete for PL and respectively P.
In what follows, we introduce the concepts and notations used in this paper. A (non-sensing) k-head two-way probabilistic nite automaton is a probabilistic nite automaton having k-heads on the input string (which is delimited by two distinct endmarkers). A con guration of the probabilistic automaton is de ned by its state and the positions of the k-heads on the input string. From each con guration the automaton executes transitions to next con gurations with probabilities from the set f0; 1=2; 1g 1 . The transition probability to another con guration depends on the present state and the symbols scanned by the k-heads (and not on the fact that some heads do (or do not) have the same position.)
Without loss of generality, sometimes we assume that there is only one accepting state. The acceptance probability of a probabilistic nite automaton for an input w is the probability of eventually reaching the accepting state when processing w. The automaton accepts the input string if this probability is greater than 1/2. Formally, the de nition for (non-sensing) multihead probabilistic automata is as follows:
De nition 1 A k-head two-way probabilistic nite automaton is a structure In the literature, probabilistic automata sometimes have transition probabilities from the set of rational numbers. However, based on the fact that rational transition probabilities can be simulated in constant expected time and constant space by unbiased (or even biased) coin tosses Ne63], Di90], our \restriction" that transition probabilities are in the set f0; 1=2; 1g is without loss of generality. On the other hand, the methods from Ne63], Di90] do not work for other \easy-to-construct" transition probabilities. In contrast, in Ma94c] there are presented techniques that handle transition probabilities given by real numbers constructible in log-space. Consequently, the results presented by Theorems 1-3 can be stated in a more general setting, where probabilistic nite automata have transition probabilities in the set of log-space constructible numbers. x, the acceptance probability of a k-head probabilistic nite automaton is the probability to reach the accepting states when processing x. The input x is accepted, if its acceptance probability is grater than 1/2.
The de nition of probabilistic Turing machine (PTM) is standard Gi77].
We recall a classi cation of probabilistic automata depending on the type of acceptance. If there is an interval around the threshold such that for every input string the acceptance probability never falls inside, then the automaton is called (two-sided) bounded-error, if not it is called unbounded-error. If for every input string the acceptance probability is either 0 or above the threshold, the automaton is called one-sided error (or randomized).
Several equivalent de nitions of Arthur-Merlin games (AM-games) or interactive proofs with public coins veri ers have been published in the literature BM88], GS89]. See also Co93] for a remarkable survey. For our purpose, the most appropriate is the de nition based on automata with guess (nondeterministic) states and random (probabilistic) states GS89]. Such an automaton A accepts an input string x if there is a strategy such that if the nondeterministic transitions are decided according to this strategy, then the acceptance probability of x by A is greater than 1 ? , for some < 1=2. A rejects x if for any strategy (used to \decide" the nondeterministic transitions) the acceptance probability of x by A is less than 1/2. If = 1=2, we obtain an unbounded-error variant of Arthur-Merlin games (UAM-games) called \Games against Nature" Pa85]. In this paper, we focus on cases where the machine A is a multihead nite automaton or a log-space Turing machine with both nondeterministic and probabilistic states that recognizes with bounded-or unboundederror 2 .
The formal de nition of multihead two-way nite automaton with both nondeterministic and probabilistic states and of its (nondeterministic) strategy is a straightforward generalization of the de nition for the corresponding one-head nite automaton CHPW94].
De nition 2 A k-head two-way nite automaton with nondeterministic and probabilistic states is a structure S = (Q; ; ; q 0 ; N; R; Q acc ; Q rej ), where:
Q is a nite, nonempty set of states partitioned into the (disjoint) sets N; R; Q acc ; Q rej ; is the input alphabet and does not contain the symbols (left and right endmarkers) 6 c and $; 2 Using a di erent terminology, we investigate properties of interactive proofs with public coins and multihead probabilistic nite automata or log-space probabilistic Turing machines as veri ers that recognize with bounded-or unbounded-error. We recall that an automaton A with nondeterministic and probabilistic states accepts an input string x if there is a strategy such that if the nondeterministic transitions are decided according to this strategy, then the acceptance probability of x by A is greater than 1 ? , where < 1=2 for AM-games and = 1=2 for UAM-games. A rejects x if for any strategy (used to \decide" the nondeterministic transitions) the acceptance probability of x by A is less than 1/2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Q acc and Q rej contains only halting states (i.e. the automaton stops when it enters them).
A multihead automaton has sweeping heads if it may reverse the direction of motion of any head only when that head is scanning the right or left endmarker of the input string.
In this paper, all the multihead automata have non-sensing heads, i.e. they can not detect each other's position.
The list of notations used in this paper is as follows: 2pfa(k), 2bpfa(k) and 2rpfa(k) (1pfa(k), 1bpfa(k) and 1rpfa(k)) denote k-head twoway (one-way) unbounded-error, bounded-error and respectively one-sided-error (or randomized) probabilistic nite automata; 2PFA(k), 2BPFA(k) and 2RPFA(k) (1PFA(k), 1BPFA(k) and 1RPFA(k)) denote the classes of languages recognized by the corresponding two-way (one-way) probabilistic nite automata; 1PCM(1) is the class of languages recognized by one-way one-counter unboundederror probabilistic nite automata; 2DFA(k), 2NFA(k), 2AFA(k) denote the classes of languages recognized by k-head two-way deterministic, nondeterministic and respectively alternating nite automata;
DSPACE(S), NSPACE(S), ASPACE(S) are the classes of languages recognized
by O(S)-space bounded deterministic, nondeterministic and respectively alternating Turing machines;
DTIME(t) is the class of languages recognized by O(t)-time bounded deterministic
Turing machines. L,NL, PL, BPL, RPL are the classes of languages recognized by log-space deterministic nondeterministic, unbounded-error, bounded-error, one-sided-error (or randomized) probabilistic Turing machines; AM(2pfa(k)), AM(1pfa(k)), (UAM(2pfa(k)), UAM(1pfa(k))) denote AM-games (UAM-games) with two-way and respectively one-way k-head probabilistic nite automaton as veri er; UAM(1pcm(1)) is the class of languages recognized by UAM-games with one-way one-counter probabilistic nite automaton as veri er; AM(S) (UAM(S)) denotes O(S)-space bounded AM-games (UAM-games); C poly is the subclass of languages recognized by the machines that de ne the class C but are restricted to work in polynomial time;
For any complexity class C, z}|{ C is the subclass of unary languages de ned by z}|{ C = fL 1 j L 1 f1 2 n j n 2 Ng; L 1 2 Cg; and $ denote inclusion (possible not proper) and proper inclusion, respectively; jxj denotes the length of the string x; N is the set of natural numbers (note that we use N to denote the set of nondeterministic states of an automaton);
By \probabilistic+nondeterministic" automata we mean automata with both probabilistic and nondeterministic states.
Heads hierarchy
We outline the content of this section. First, we note the equality of the class of languages recognized by multihead two-way probabilistic nite automata and the class of languages recognized by the corresponding log-space probabilistic Turing machines (Theorem 1). Analogous results hold for AM-and UAM-games with appropriate veri ers (Theorem 2). Next, we separate the heads hierarchies for multihead two-way unbounded-and one-sided-error probabilistic nite automata (Theorems 4{6). Similar separations hold for AM-and UAM-games with multihead probabilistic nite-state veri ers (Theorem 7). Preliminary versions of some results regarding multihead probabilistic nite automata have already been presented in Ma94c].
We recall rst the result PL = PL poly Ju85] that will be used in some of our proofs.
Theorem 1 Ma94c] S 1 k=1 2PFA(k) = S 1 k=1 2PFA poly (k) = PL; S 1 k=1 2BPFA(k) = BPL, S 1 k=1 2BPFA poly (k) = BPL poly ; S 1 k=1 2RPFA(k) = RPL; S 1 k=1 2RPFA poly (k) = RPL poly .
Proof. Adapt the proof from the deterministic (nondeterministic) case Ha72]. See the Appendix.2
The proof from Theorem 1 can be adapted for (unrestricted and polynomial time) AMand UAM-games. It follows:
Theorem 2 AM(log n) = S 1 k=1 AM(2pfa(k)), AM poly (log n) = S 1 k=1 AM poly (2pfa(k)), UAM(log n) = S 1 k=1 UAM(2pfa(k)), UAM poly (log n) = S 1 k=1 UAM poly (2pfa(k)).
Observation 1 We motivate why these adaptations work. This argument is used in the poofs of Theorems 2, 7 and 11, and to adapt the proofs of Lemmas 1{3. In all these cases, the computation on an input string x of an automaton A with di erent kind of con gurations (probabilistic, nondeterministic) is simulated by another automaton B with an extended set of con gurations. Each con guration of A is encoded by a (one-to-one) corresponding con guration of B of the same type. When B simulates A on x, its con gurations that encode the con gurations of A are connected by some additional deterministic con gurations that do not have an equivalent in A. Clearly, the \nondeterministic strategies" of B (or equivalently of A) and the probabilistic acceptance of x are not a ected by this additional amount of determinism used in B.2
In what follows, we prove: 2PFA(k) $ 2PFA(k + 1) (and 2PFA poly (k) $ 2PFA poly (k + 1)), 8k 2 N.
The proof follows the same outline as Monien's proof for the deterministic and nondeterministic automata Mo80]. As in Monien's approach, we use languages X f1 2 n jn 2 Ng and the family of (padding) functions f k : f1 2 n j n 2 Ng ! f1 2 n j n 2 Ng de ned by f k (1 2 n ) = 1 2 kn .
The advantage to use these particular languages consists in simplifying the unpadding, encoding and decoding procedures. Note that checking whether a string is of the form 1 2 n can be done deterministically with nite control and only two heads.
Recall that, for every class of languages C, z}|{ C denotes the languages of type X contained in C. Proof. To diagonalize, we build a log-space probabilistic Turing machine A that accepts each input string if and only if the k-head tow-way probabilistic nite automaton (2pfa(k)) encoded by that string rejects it. Let us consider an encoding of a multihead probabilistic nite automaton by a binary string that contains the number of heads, the number of states, and the automaton's con guration transitions. For each input string x, A checks rst whether x is of the form 1 2 n (if not, it rejects) and then stores the binary representation of n on the work tape. Next, it checks whether n represents a valid encoding of a 2pfa(k) B, rejecting if not. The simulating machine A allocates space O(kn) for encoding the k input heads of B and then it \tightly complements" the computation of B on x as follows: if B is in a non-halting con guration then A accepts (according to a standard coin tossing procedure) with probability = 1=2 2 (k+2)n and enters the next con gurations (in which B should enter) with the original probabilities (of B) multiplied by 1 ? ; if B enters an accepting (rejecting) con guration, then A rejects (accepts). To generate an event with probability , A tosses 2 (k+2)n fair coins and uses O(n) space to count them.
Using a well known technique presented in RST82] for building a \probabilistic clock", and the claim that for any input x = 1 2 n with n big enough, the acceptance probability of the 2pfa(k) B does not fall in the interval (1=2; 1=2+ 1=2 2 (k+1)n ) 3 , it can be shown that A accepts x i B rejects it. Finally, note that the total space used by A for this simulation is O(n Proof. To prove the rst claim, we apply Theorem 4 and the relation fv1u j jvj = juj; v; u 2 f0; 1g g 2 2PFA(2) ? 2PFA(1): (The relations fv1u j jvj = juj; v; u 2 f0; 1g g 2 2DFA(2) and 2DFA(2) 2PFA(2) are trivial; a proof of the claim fv1u j jvj = juj; v; u 2 f0; 1g g 6 2 2PFA(1) can be found in Ra92].) To prove the second claim, we observe that Lemmas 1{3 do hold for polynomial time machines and that Theorem 3 combined with the relations z }| { 2PFA poly (k) z }| { 2PFA(k) and z }| { PL poly = z}|{ PL imply the coarse separation needed in this case. 2
We focus on the question whether Theorem 4 holds in the cases of bounded-error and randomized probabilistic automata. From Observation 1 it follows that Lemmas 3-5 do hold in these cases as well. It remains to check only the coarse separation and the separation between the classes of languages recognized by one-head and two-head automata. We obtain: (i.e. the coarse separation in the case of randomized probabilistic automata). Lemmas 1{3 hold in this context, so the theorem is proven for k 2. For proving 2RPFA(1) $ 2RPFA(2) (even for languages over one letter alphabet) we recall the result of Kaneps Ka91] (2BPFA(1) can recognize only regular languages over one letter alphabet). From f1 2 n j n 2 Ng 2 2DFA(2) 2RPFA(2) it follows: f1 2 n j n 2 Ng 2 2RPFA(2) ? 2RPFA(1): 2
Using Observation 1, it is easy to check that Lemmas 1{3 do hold for automata with both probabilistic and nondeterministic states. It remains to check only the coarse separation in these cases. We obtain:
Proof. First, we recall the relations P = AM(log n) = UAM(log n) = UAM poly (log n) Co89] . We prove the coarse separation for the rst claim, i.e. 8k 2 N, z }| { AM(2pfa(k)) $ z }| { AM(log n). The other proofs are similar. We show that 9 > 0 such that for any k 2 N; AM(2pfa(k)) DTIME(n k ). From z }| { DTIME(n k ) $ z}|{ P = z }| { AM(log n), we obtain the coarse separation.
In what follows we present more details. Let L 2 AM(2pfa(k)). Deciding whether a length-n input string x belongs to L is equivalent to solving a linear programming problem with O(n k ) variables. (A detailed proof for the similar case AM(log n) P can be found in Co89].) Using the result of Khachiyan Kh79], this can be deterministically done in time O((n k ) ), for some constant . It follows L 2 DTIME(n k ). We have obtained AM(2pfa(k)) DTIME(n k ). As a corollary, we have z }| { AM(2pfa(k)) z }| { DTIME(n k ).
To prove z }| { DTIME(n k ) $ z}|{ P , we use an universal deterministic Turing machine that stops its computation after n 2k +1 steps and diagonalize over all one-tape deterministic Turing machines that run in time less than n 2k +1 . (We recall that any multi-tape deterministic Turing machine that runs in time O(n k ) can be simulated by a one-tape deterministic Turing machine that runs in time O(n 2k ).) As in the proof of Theorem 3, the witness language consists of all the strings of the form 1 2 m , where m is a valid encoding of a one-tape deterministic Turing machine M m , and 1 2 m is not accepted by M m in time (2 m ) 2k +1 .2 4 Log-space reductions of O(log n)-space probabilistic classes
In this section we present log-space reductions of O(log n)-space probabilistic (probabilistic+nondeterministic) complexity classes to classes of languages recognized by relatively simple probabilistic (probabilistic+nondeterministic) automata. Our results parallel some of the results obtained in the nondeterministic setting by Hartmanis Ha72] and Sudborough Su75] , and in the alternating setting by King Ki88] . They may help to investigate upper bounds for deterministic space simulation of probabilistic (probabilistic+nondeterministic) automata.
Theorem 8 PL log 2PFA poly (2), BPL log 2BPFA(2), RPL log 2RPFA(2), BPL poly log 2BPFA poly (2), RPL poly log 2RPFA poly (2).
Proof. We prove the rst relation. The other proofs are similar. We recall the relations PL = PL poly Ju85] and PL poly = S 1 k=1 2PFA poly (k) (Theorem 1). It remains to show: 2PFA poly (h) log 2PFA poly (2), for h 3; h 2 N.
To prove this claim, we use a transformation (described next) de ned by Monien Mo76] in a di erent context and also used by King Ki88] in the setting of alternating computation.
Let be an alphabet and`and a be (pseudo-endmarker) symbols not in . where n = m+2, a 0 =`; a n?1 =a, and b j = (a i 1 ; : : :; a i h ) for any j = i 1 +i 2 n+ +i h n h?1 with 0 i p n ? 1, 8p 2 f1; : : :; kg. We show that for any h 2 N and any language L \ 2PFA poly (h) it follows g ;h (L) 2 2PFA poly (2). More precisely, we prove that any h-head (probabilistic) nite automaton processing a string a 1 : : :a m 2 L can be simulated (with polynomial time loss) by a 2-head (probabilistic) nite automaton processing the string g ;h (a 1 : : :a m ). Moreover, the two heads are non-sensing and sweeping.
First, note that in the transformation g ;h (a 1 : : :a m ) = b 0 b 1 : : :b n h ?1 each symbol b j encodes k ordered symbols a i 1 ; : : :; a i h . Thus one head scanning the string b 0 b 1 : : :b n h ?1 (called the \encoding head") keeps track of the symbols 5 scanned by h heads on the string a 0 : : :; a n . In order to simulate the moves of each of these h heads we notice rst, that incrementing (decrementing) the position of the i-th head on the string a 0 : : :a n is equivalent to moving the encoding head n i?1 symbols right (left) on the string b 0 b 1 : : :b n h ?1 . To perform these operations, the encoding head deterministically cooperates with an auxiliary head, that can easily count n i?1 steps using the particular form of g ;k (a 1 : : :a m ); based on Observation 1, the acceptance probability of the string b 0 b 1 : : :b n h ?1 by the (simulating) 5 Hartmanis Ha72] used a similar but simpler transformation gh (x) = u, where the position (on u) of the encoding head keeps track (only) of the positions (on x) of h heads. In order to nd out the symbols scanned by these h heads, he used an extra auxiliary head and proved the slightly weaker reduction NL log 2NFA(3).
2-head probabilistic nite automaton is the same as the acceptance probability of the string a 0 : : :; a n by the (simulated) h-head probabilistic nite automaton. Additionally, using the fact that the encoding head, when needs to change direction inside the input string, can be substituted by the auxiliary head moving in the right direction, it follows that both the encoding and auxiliary heads can be made non-sensing and sweeping. (The replacement of the encoding head by the auxiliary head can be stored in the nite control.)
Finally, note that checking (at the beginning of the computation) whether the input string b 0 b 1 : : :b n h ?1 is of the form g ;k (a 1 : : :a m ) can be deterministically done with these two heads. 2
As in the nondeterministic setting, we can ask whether PL, BPL, RPL are log-space reducible to classes of languages recognized by the corresponding one-way multihead probabilistic nite automata. Sudborough proved NL log 1NFA(2). Unfortunately, his technique uses properties of nondeterministic computation (like particular forms of some logspace complete problems for NL) that are not known to hold for probabilistic computation.
However, by adapting part of his proofs ( Su75] ,Theorem 1),we show:
Proposition 1 PL log S 1 k=1 1PFA(k), BPL poly log S 1 k=1 1BPFA(k), RPL poly log S 1 k=1 1RPFA(k).
Proof. We prove the rst relation, the other proofs being similar. As follows from the proof of the previous theorem, it is enough to prove that the languages recognized by (sweeping, non-sensing) polynomial-time 2pfa(2)'s are log-space reducible to
We consider a language L recognized by a (sweeping, non-sensing) 2pfa(2) A in time less than n k , for some k 2 N. We chose the transformation f de ned by: f(x) = u = (axbbx R a) n k , where a; b are symbols not contained in the alphabet of L and x R is the reverse of the length-n string x.
We show that f(L) 2 1PFA(k + 6). First, we notice that the form of each input string u can be deterministically checked using k + 4 one-way heads as follows:
Two one-way heads check whether u is of the form ax 1 bbx 2 aax 3 bbx 4 aa : : :bx 2m a and whether x 1 = x 3 = = x 2m?1 and x 2 = x 4 = = x 2m . Two one-way heads check that jx 1 j = jx 2 j (or equivalently, that jx 2i?1 j = jx 2i j, for all i 2 f1; ; mg). (In what follows, n denotes jx 1 j.) Then, the same heads check the equality x 2i = x 2i+1 , for all i 2 f1; ; mg. For each i = 1; : : :; n one head reads the i-th symbol from the beginning of the string x 2i and compares it with the i-th symbol from the end of the string x 2i+1 (that is read by the second head), as follows: when the two heads sweep the substring bx 2i aax 2i+1 b, they maintain a constant distance between them equal to 2n + 3 ? i; when the left head scans the b before x 2i then the right head scans the symbol from position i from the end of x 2i+1 ; when the right head scans the rst b after x 2i+1 then the left head scans the symbol from position i of x 2i . Note that using more nite control it is possible to check the equality of many pairs of symbols during one sweeping of the substring bx 2i aax 2i+1 b. k one-way heads can check that m = n k ; each head i counts the number of blocks x j scanned by head i ? 1, for i = 2; : : :; k. The rst head just scans the symbols of each block x j . Note that, at this level of computation, it is already checked that all blocks x j have the same length n.
If u 6 2 f(L) then B rejects, else (i.e. u = f(x) for some x 2 L), with two one-way heads scanning u, B can straightforwardly simulate the probabilistic computation of A on x. The fact that A runs in polynomial time is essential to our simulation.2
The log-space reductions from Proposition 1 can be made stronger, as follows from Theorems 9{10.
Theorem 9 BPL poly log 1BPFA(8), RPL poly log 1RPFA(8).
Proof. We prove the rst relation, the second proof being similar. We show that BPL poly is log-space reducible to languages recognized by (non-sensing, sweeping) 2bpfa(2) that run in sub-quadratic time. Using the proof of Proposition 1 with k = 2 it follows our claim.
For any language L 2 BPL poly over the alphabet , we consider a 2bpfa(h) A that recognizes it in time less than n p , for some constants p and h. As in the proof of Theorem 8, we choose a transformation g ;l , where l >> max(p; h). We denote by B the corresponding (sweeping, non-sensing) 2bpfa(2) that recognizes g ;l (L). The computation time of B on a length-m input string w is O(m) if w 6 = g ;l (x) for any x 2 , and is O(n p m) if w = g ;l (x) for some string x such that n = jxj. In the later case jwj = n l , so it follows that the computation time of B is o(m 2 ).2 Theorem 10 PL log 1PFA(2), PL log 1PCM(1).
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4{5.2
In what follows, we de ne two languages that are log-space complete for PL and can be recognized by \simple" probabilistic nite automata. These languages are probabilistic i 1 = 1; i 2 > 1; and i k > i k?2 for 3 k r; 8k 2 f2; : : :; rg; 9l 2 f1; 2g such that p i k = m l (i k?1 ); 9l 2 f1; 2g such that m l (i r ) 2 fr 1 ; : : :; r h 2 g: For each string of the form (*), p 1 is the initial index, v i ; i 2 f1; : : :; h 1 g and r i ; i 2 f1; : : :; h 2 g are the accepting and respectively rejecting indices, and A cc and R ej are all the \almost one-way" paths that connect the index p 1 to the accepting and respectively rejecting indices. A string belongs to PMT 1 if the \weight" of all the \almost one-way" paths connecting the initial index to accepting indices is greater than the \weight" of all the \almost one-way" paths connecting the initial index to rejecting indices.2
De nition 5 PMT 2 is the language over the alphabet f ; ]; a; #g de ned in a similar way as PMT 1 with the following di erence: in the de nitions of A cc and R ej the conditions \i k > i k?2 for 3 k q" and \i k > i k?2 for 3 k r" are replaced by \i k > i k?1 for 2 k q"and respectively \i k > i k?1 for 2 k r". In this case, A cc and R ej contain all the \one-way" paths that connect the index p 1 to the accepting and respectively rejecting indices.
Also note that PMT 2 and PMT 1 are incomparable.2
Lemma 4 PL log PMT 1 , PL log PMT 2 .
Proof. Using Proposition 1 and some standard techniques from probabilistic computation, it can be easily shown that each language in PL is log-space reducible to a language recognized by a one-way multihead probabilistic nite automaton which reaches halting (i.e. accepting or rejecting) con gurations with probability 1, moves at least one head at every computation step, and from each non-halting (i.e. non-accepting or non-rejecting) con guration goes with probability 1/2 to two next con gurations.
Let be a nite alphabet and L 2 be an arbitrary language recognized by such a multihead probabilistic nite automaton A. We show how to reduce (in log-space) L to PMT 1 and PMT 2 .
For each input string x 2 of length n (including the endmarkers), the con gurations of A can be enumerated in increasing order of input heads positions. In this way, during the computation of A on x, the sequence of indices assigned to consecutive con gurations is strictly increasing. t is the number of non-halting con gurations of A, h 1 and h 2 are the number of accepting and respectively rejecting con gurations of A; p 1 is the index of the initial con guration of A; for all i 2 1; t], from the con guration with index p i A moves with probability 1/2 in one of the con gurations with indices m 1 (i) and m 1 (i); if i < j then p i < p j ; v i ; i = 1; : : :; h 1 and r i ; i = 1; : : :; h 2 are the indices assigned to the accepting and respectively rejecting con gurations.
The transformation f A can be easily obtained in logarithmic space by writing all the con gurations of A (enumerated in increasing order of the input heads positions) followed by their successors. From the fact that during the computation of A on any input x the sequence of indices assigned to consecutive con gurations is strictly increasing, it follows that in f A (L), all the \paths" connecting the initial index to the accepting and rejecting indices are \one-way". Additionally, using the fact that the computation of A on x stops with probability 1, it follows: x 2 L , \the probability that A accepts x is greater than the probability that A rejects x" , f A (x) 2 PMT 1 , f A (x) 2 PMT 2 . 2 Lemma 5 PMT 1 2 1PFA(2), PMT 2 2 1PCM(1).
Proof. We describe an 1pfa(2) B that recognizes PMT 1 . In parallel to its main computation (described next), B checks whether the input string u is of the form (*) from the de nition of PMT 1 ; If not, B rejects u. Consequently, in what follows we suppose that u is of the form (*).
By block-i we mean a p i #a m 1 (i) #a m 2 (i) ] if i t or a v (i?t) if t < i t + h 1 or a r (i?t?h 1 ) if t + h 1 < i t + h 1 + h 2 .
Suppose that B has one head (H1) on the substring a m l (i) (inside block i = a p i #a m 1 (i) #a m 2 (i) ]) which is the \current" index, and the second head (H2) at the end of some block j. B \prob-abilistically guesses" a block q > j moving head H 2 right and tossing a fair coin for each encountered block. q is the rst block for which the outcome of the coin toss is \Tail". If H 2 reaches the right end of u without \guessing" any block then B accepts or rejects with probability 1/2. If H 2 guesses a block q, then B deterministically compare a pq with a m l (i) moving both heads right over these substrings.
If p q 6 = m l (i) (i.e. the probabilistic guess is wrong) then B accepts or rejects with probability 1/2.
If p q = m l (i) and q t (i.e. B found the block describing the transitions from the \current index" m l (i)) then B tosses a coin to select the next index. If the outcome is \Tail", it moves H 2 at the beginning of a m 1 (q) . Otherwise, it moves H 2 at the beginning of a m 2 (q) . Next, it continues the operation with H 1 and H 2 interchanged. If p q = m l (i) and t < q t + h 1 (or t + h 1 < q t + h 1 + h 2 ), i.e. B found an accepting (or rejecting) path, then B performs a procedure that does \equalize" the probability modi cations produced by \probabilistic guesses". It keeps both heads moving to the right end of u, one head at a time, and it tosses a fair coin each time when a head encounters a block. If the outcome in all these tosses is \all Tails" then B accepts (rejects, respectively) u. If not, B accepts or rejects with probability 1/2. By this simple trick, B makes sure that the probabilities of all (accepting and rejecting) paths in PMT are multiplied by the same number, independently of the length and the structure of the path.
Using similar technique, it follows that each language L 2 PMT 2 can be recognized by one-way one-counter probabilistic nite automaton B. In this case, the second head is replaced by a counter as follows: B stores into the counter the \current index" m l (i), and moves its head forward to probabilistically guess the block q describing the transitions from m l (i). For comparing m l (i) with p q , B decrements the counter. If p q = m l (i) (so B guessed the right block) then B selects the next index and stores its value into the counter. 2
In the settings of AM-and UAM-games we have the reductions: Theorem 11 AM poly (log n) log AM(1pfa(8)), AM(log n) log AM(2pfa(2)), AM(log n) log UAM(1pfa(2)), AM(log n) log UAM(1pcm(1)).
Proof. (Sketch) The proofs for the rst two reductions are similar with the proofs of Theorem 9 and Theorem 8, respectively. The next two reductions follow from: AM(log n) = P = UAM poly (log n) Co89] , UAM poly (log n) log UAM(1pfa(8)) (similar to the proof of Theorem 9), UAM(1pfa(8)) log UAM(1pfa(2)) and UAM(1pfa(8)) log UAM(1pcm(1)).
To prove these last two claims, we design \probabilistic+nondeterministic" variants of Savitch's maze-threading problem (PNMT 1 , PNMT 2 ) that are log-space complete for P and can be solved by UAM-games with simple probabilistic nite-state veri ers. The claims follows from Lemmas 6{7.2
De nition 6 PNMT 1 is a language over the alphabet f ; ]; a; #g that has a structure similar to PMT 1 but the \transition" blocks have the form a p i #a k #a m 1 (i) #a m 2 (i) ], where k = 1 if p i is a \nondeterministic" index and k = 2 if p i is a \probabilistic" index. A \nondeterministic" strategy for such a string is a function that, for each \nondeterminis-tic" index, select its succesor among the two indices from its transition block. For each \nondeterministic" strategy K we de ne the sets A cc (K) and R ej (K) that contain all \al-most one-way" paths that, according to the strategy, connect the (initial) index p 1 to the accepting and respectively rejecting indices. Note that, given a strategy K, A cc (K) and R ej (K) are identical to A cc and respectively R ej from the de nition of PMT 1 . A string is in PNMT 1 if there is a strategy K, such that: Proof. Similar with the proof from the probabilistic case.2 Lemma 7 PNMT 1 2 UAM(1pfa(2)), PNMT 2 2 UAM(1pcm(1)).
Proof. Similar with the proof from the probabilistic case.2
Open problems
Can we separate the heads hierarchies of multihead two-way bounded-error probabilistic nite automata and of multihead two-way one-sided-error probabilistic nite automata that run in polynomial time?
Can we separate the heads hierarchy of AM-games with multihead two-way probabilistic nite-state veri ers that run in polynomial time?
6 Acknowledgments I am grateful to Joel Seiferas for reading an earlier version of this paper and making useful suggestions. ( ) Let B be a PTM with work space less than c(blog nc ? 1), c 2 N, and let x be an input string of length n. Without loss of generality, we consider that B writes only 0's and 1's. We show how to simulate B using a multihead probabilistic nite automaton (called A). We considered the work tape of B parsed into c segments of blog nc ? 1 bits each. A is designed with c + 3 heads scanning the input tape, of which one head (we call it the \input head") simulates the input head of B, c ? 1 heads encode the contents of the segments not currently scanned by B's work head, 2 heads encode the right-of-head and left-of-head contents of the segment currently scanned by B's work head (we call U and V the numbers encoded by these two heads), and one auxiliary head implements some operations required by the simulation. In the encoding of any segment (or of the left or right side of the currently scanned segment) we use the next conventions: the closest bit to the current position of the work head of B is the least signi cant bit; the most signi cant bit of a tape segment of B is always 1 (so the segments are \ended" by an imaginary bit); the left and right side of the currently scanned segment do not contain the bit scanned by the work head of B; the value of the scanned bit is stored in the nite control. Using this encoding, the event when the work head of B moves from one segment to another coincides with the moment when U or V get value 1. A move of B's input head is simulated by a move of the \input head" of A; a move of the working head of B or a modi cation of the work tape content of B are simulated by modi cations of the types U ! bU=2c, U ! 2U and U ! 2U + 1 (and similar modi cations for V ). To implement these operations we use the auxiliary head. The simulation is as follows. Corresponding to each of the probabilistic transitions of B, A probabilistically chooses the transition to simulate (with the same probability as B does) and then deterministically executes the corresponding sequence of operations. That sequence of operations is nite, so it can be stored in a nite control.2
Proof of Lemma 1.
For every language X 2 PL 0 we modify the PTM that recognizes it in the following way: the worktape of the new PTM has 4 tracks that store the binary representation of the input string, the position of the input head, the content of the worktape of the original PTM and the position of the work head on the original work tape. All this information can be represented in binary using space c log n, where c is a computable constant. After the deterministic computation of the binary representation of the input string, the new PTM uses only the work head in simulating the original PTM. This new PTM can be simulated by a probabilistic 3-counter machine that uses two counters to encode the worktape content from the left and right of the work head and another counter to implement divisions and multiplication by 2,and increment and decrement of the rst two counters. The only problem is the capacity requirement of the three counters. We notice that these counters can be simulated by three heads that move on a \stretched" version of the input. If we
